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ABSTRACT

As lean-burn engines are being introduced in the United States, both advantages
and disadvantages arise. Lean-burn engines can operate at a high efficiency, and are
developed for a wide range of power supplies. Unfortunately, due to the low temperature
at which these engines operate, NOx formation becomes an issue. Forthcoming
legislation pertaining to heavy-duty lean-burn engines aimed at reducing both particulate
matter emissions and emissions of nitric oxides has brought about a need for a better
method for reducing NOx from lean exhaust gases at moderate temperatures. It is
generally accepted that current fuel treatment processes alone will be unable to
accommodate emission standards proposed for upcoming years. While the current 3-way
catalyst is ineffective in reducing NOx under lean conditions, many new strategies are
being developed. The Lean NOx Catalyst (LNC), Lean NOx Trap (LNT), and Selective
Catalytic Reduction (SCR) catalyst are all viable methods with research underway.
Currently, the selective catalytic reduction (SCR) of nitrogen oxides by Ncontaining reducing agents is one of the most powerful methods for accomplishing the
removal of NOx from an exhaust stream. This technology has been in place in steady
state power plants, but has yet to be fully implemented in mobile engines. This is due in
part to the problems encountered in the automated control of ammonia addition to the
exhaust gas. In steady state operation, a relatively constant amount of NOx is produced
over a given amount of time. Thus, to provide a stoichiometric amount of ammonia only
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the steady state concentration of NOx must be known. In an automotive application the
NOx produced is not constant and the addition of ammonia must vary accordingly.
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the SCR process of the reaction between
NO and NH3 through an experimental matrix and also through a kinetic study extracted
from the results. These results are used in a simple theoretical model of the SCR
reaction. The use of NO as the only form of NOx allows for the kinetics of the NO
reaction to be studied separately from the NO2 kinetics. This will be a first step in
understanding the overall SCR process involving both NO and NO2.
The SCR process for the reaction between NO and NH3, while understood on a
global scale, is still under debate at the elementary level. It is currently thought that the
reaction occurs according to an Eley-Rideal mechanism, where strongly absorbed
ammonia reacts with weakly absorbed or gas phase NO to produce nitrogen and water. It
is generally accepted that this reaction proceeds in first order with respect to nitric oxide
and zero order with respect to ammonia and oxygen. In this thesis the reaction orders of
NO and NH3 are evaluated through an experimental matrix designed to run the SCR
reaction to partial completion. The results from these experiments are then used to
extract the kinetic data necessary to evaluate the rate order with respect to nitric oxide
and ammonia.
In parallel to this study, a theoretical model of the reaction is developed. This
model approximates the catalyst as a series of very small continuously stirred tank
reactors. The model provides not only the exit concentrations of NO and NH3 to compare
to experimental results, but concentration profiles along the length of the catalyst. The
assimilation of the two parts of this thesis occurs when the pre-exponential factor and
iv

activation energy found from the experiments are used in the theoretical model. A final
comparison of the model with the experimental results then takes place and a discussion
of these results follows.

v
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION

1.1

Nitrogen Oxides
Nitrogen oxide is a major atmospheric pollutant. It plays a substantial role in the

production of acid rain in a process by which NO reacts with photochemical pollutants to
form more nitrogen oxides as well as organic nitrates. One of the nitrogen oxides formed
is NO2, which is a main contributor to acid rain. It also has negative effects on
agriculture and increases the predisposition to respiratory disease [1]. One of the
contributors to NO in the atmosphere is the lean-burn engine. A lean-burn engine is the
one of which there is always excess oxygen in the exhaust stream; its operating point is
always on the lean side of stoichiometry. A lean-burn engine has many advantages.
Since it operates on the lean side of stoichiometry, lower fuel consumption is achieved. A
lean-burn engine also produces lower amounts of soot, hydrocarbons, and carbon
monoxide than a rich burning engine. One drawback to its lean operation is that it creates
an excess of N-containing oxides [2]. Nitrogen oxides including NO, NO2, and N2O
formed during the combustion process of these lean burn engines are a major source of
air pollution [3].
It is generally assumed that fuel treatment and primary measures alone will soon
be unable to provide the measure of NOx and particulate matter (PM) control needed to
meet upcoming US and European standards. There presently exist two basic strategies
for the abatement of NO and PM in exhaust gas via aftertreatment procedures:
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1. Optimize the in-cylinder combustion with respect to low NOx emissions, leading
to a high emission of unburned material. (soot, CO, hydrocarbons) A particulate
filter is then used in the aftertreatment to clean up the particulate matter.
2. Optimize the combustion with respect to low emissions of unburned material,
leading to a high emission of NOx. A DeNOx process is then used in the
aftertreatment to reduce NOx.
Since the second strategy leads to a better fuel economy, various methods for the removal
of NO from the exhaust stream have been studied [5]. These methods include the Lean
NOx Catalyst (LNC), the Lean NOx Trap (LNT), and the Selective Catalytic Reduction
(SCR) catalyst.

1.2

Selective Catalytic Reduction
Power plants regularly use the selective catalytic reduction of NOx with N-

containing reducing agents such as ammonia for the removal of nitric oxides from
stationary power sources [6]. While the SCR technology has been successfully
implemented in stationary power plants around the world, its use on mobile automotive
engines has only recently been explored. There are many differences in the application
of SCR catalysts when considering power plant use compared to a vehicle application.
Power plants operate at approximately steady state, and since the global SCR reaction is
well known, NO abatement is relatively easy. The global equations for the SCR reaction
are:
4 NH 3 + 4 NO + O2 → 4 N 2 + 6 H 2 O

(1.1)

2

4 NH 3 + 3 NO2 → 3.5 N 2 + 6 H 2 O

(1.2)

4 NH 3 + 2 NO + 2 NO2 → 4 N 2 + 6 H 2 O

(1.3)

The speeds of these reactions vary greatly, with 1.3 being the fastest, followed by 1.1 and
1.2. It is seen that the fastest reaction requires an equimolar amount of NO and NO2.
Since typical exhaust gas from a lean-burn engine is comprised of approximately 90%
NO and 10% NO2 [1], the exhaust gas is first exposed to an oxidation catalyst to oxidize
a fraction of the NO to NO2, then the SCR reaction proceeds according to 1.3. It is
important that the ratio of NO2:NO does not get above 1, since the reaction with only
NO2 and NH3 is the slowest. It now becomes trivial to find the amount of ammonia
needed to convert 100% of NOx to nitrogen and water.
Since these reactions have proven to be the most effective way of reducing the
NOx in the flue gas in steady state systems at moderate temperatures (250-500oC), their
use in transient applications such as lean-burn engines have become a viable option [7].
Recent studies suggest urea, an aqueous solution comprised of approximately 30-40%
NH3, is an attractive mode of NOx reductant storage for on-vehicle applications. One of
the main problems associated with the ammonia-SCR process for automotive applications
is the requirement of a smaller catalyst volume when compared to a stationary power
plant system [4]. The gas hourly space velocity for a typical stationary SCR catalyst is
around 10,000 1/hr. This translates into 10,000 volumes of gas flowing through the
catalyst per volume of catalyst per hour. The average gas hourly space velocity for a
lean-burn engine is around 50,000 1/hr and can reach as high as 100,000 1/hr [5]. This
larger space velocity, or equivalently, smaller catalyst volume, translates to the need for a
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much more reactive catalyst on a volumetric basis. Another problem is associated with
the large range of temperatures over which the catalyst must effectively reduce NOx. A
lean-burning automotive engine operates in a relatively large temperature window when
compared to a stationary engine. The catalyst must be able to effectively reduce NOx
over this varying temperature range to be effective. Yet another problem is the
introduction of NH3 into the gas stream. Since a vehicle operates almost entirely in a
transient mode, as opposed to steady state for power plants and most stationary engines,
the NOx concentration in the exhaust stream will vary. Thus, the NH3 injection into the
gas stream must vary as well. An automated process with a feedback control loop would
be needed to allow for the continual measurement of NOx concentrations and the
adjustment of NH3 feed concentrations.

1.3

Bench-Flow Reactor
To explore the effectiveness of the selective catalytic reduction of NO using NH3

a bench flow reactor is used. This allows for the testing of an SCR catalyst under
simulated on-road conditions while also allowing the temperature and gas concentrations
be controlled quite accurately. For this experimental matrix, NH3 is used as the reducing
species. The process of urea decomposition is not a focus in the present study. In
addition, while any real-world analysis of the SCR process for automotive applications
would certainly involve a non-isothermal condition, the scope of this thesis is limited to
the isothermal case. Lastly, since the reaction mechanisms for 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 are all
different, only the reaction described by Equation 1.1 is studied in this work. Eliminating
NO2 from the experimental matrix allows the NO reaction mechanism to be studied in
4

greater detail; it also eliminates any influence NO2 would have on the experimental
results.
The bench flow reactor can create simulated exhaust gases with gas constituents
having the same concentrations of those seen in the exhaust gas of a lean-burn engine.
This allows for an accurate measurement of the catalyst’s performance using a Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FTIR). The catalyst’s performance is obtained by
measuring the conversion of NO by the catalyst. Because of this, the reaction of NH3 and
NO is intentionally run to partial completion. From the NO conversion percentage and
other characteristics about the experiment the kinetics of catalyst are found. The purpose
of this experiment is to find the kinetic rate data from a sample catalyst; to compare the
data obtained from the present study to those published in literature, and finally to
employ the obtained kinetic data in a theoretical model of a zeolite catalyst.

1.4

Theoretical Model
The computer model of the reaction has some simplifying assumptions. Since

there is negligible pressure drop across the catalyst the momentum equation is not
considered. The experiments are also run at a constant temperature so the energy
equation is ignored. This leaves the mass balance equation for use in the model. With
the assumption of a heterogeneous model, a mass balance for both the solid phase and gas
phase is developed. This model is assumed to be one dimensional, so deviations from
ideal plug flow behavior are not considered. This ignores any concentration gradient in
both the radial and angular directions, leaving only axial variations in concentration.
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These assumptions allow a series of CSTR’s to be used to model the SCR catalyst. This
is done to provide not only exit concentrations but also concentration profiles along the
length of the catalyst. In addition, side reactions occurring over the catalyst are not
considered. These side reactions include NO and NH3 oxidation and reactions forming
NO, NO2, and N2O [1]. To validate to model, the results obtained from the model are
compared to the experimental results and conclusions are drawn.

1.5

Problem Statement
The present study examines the effectiveness of ammonia in reducing NO over a

commercially available zeolite SCR catalyst. A bench-flow reactor is used to perform
experiments needed to extract kinetic data for the catalyst. This data is used in a
theoretical model of the catalyst. The main questions to be answered in this thesis are:
1. Can experiments be performed to extract the necessary kinetic data to be used in
the theoretical model?
2. Do the results from the computer model match those found in the experiments?
3. Do the results from the computer model and/or the results from the experiments
match results found in the literature?

6

CHAPTER 2 – LITERATURE REVIEW

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a summary of work to date on the
selective catalytic reduction reaction involving NH3. This includes a summary of the
SCR reaction mechanism, the experimental setups used, and the results found. Section
2.1 gives a brief introduction to the SCR reaction. Section 2.2 covers the different
experimental setups used to perform the experiments. Section 2.3 discusses the
conclusions drawn in various papers, with relevant results shown in plots from the
literature.

2.1

SCR Reaction Mechanism
It is known that the exhaust from a diesel engine contains primarily NO (>90%)

and that only a small fraction of the nitrogen oxides are in the form of NO2. Therefore
the NOx reduction strategy must either mainly remove NO by its reduction to N2 and H2O
or include an oxidizing step to raise the NO2:NO ratio close to 1 [5]. Both of these
options are presently being explored as viable NOx reduction techniques. The scope of
this thesis is limited to an SCR catalyst that does not use a pre-oxidation catalyst. Since
only NO is used, only the reaction between NO and NH3 occurs, so the oxidation of NO
to NO2 is not necessary. To be clearer about the effects of NH3 on the NO reduction
process, the reactions with urea are left out of this discussion, but would be a necessary
part of any discussion about the SCR process for on-road applications.
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It is generally accepted that the SCR process proceeds according to the global
reaction
4 NH 3 + 4 NO + O2 → 4 N 2 + 6 H 2 O

(2.1)

This reaction is commonly known as the “Standard SCR” reaction. The reaction between
NH3 with NO2 is
4 NH 3 + 2 NO2 + O2 → 3N 2 + 6 H 2 O

(2.2)

This reaction is quite slow compared to the standard SCR reaction, and hence is called
the “Slow SCR” reaction. When both NO and NO2 are in the exhaust gas a third reaction
occurs:
4 NH 3 + 2 NO2 + 2 NO → 4 N 2 + 6 H 2 O

(2.3)

This reaction is faster than either of the reactions using only NO or NO2, and is referred
to as the “Fast SCR” reaction [8]. At high temperatures (> 400oC) SCR catalysts tend to
produce nitrous oxide by the reaction
4 NH 3 + 4 NO + 3O2 → 4 N 2 O + 6 H 2 O

(2.4)

If the temperature is increased even higher (> 550oC) there is a direct oxidation of NH3 to
NO, which limits the amount of NO conversion.
4 NH 3 + 5O2 → 4 NO + 6 H 2 O

(2.5)

SCR catalysts can also produce undesired intermediates at low temperatures. Below
120oC ammonium nitrate can be formed by the reaction
2 NH 3 + 2 NO2 → NH 4 NO3 + N 2 + H 2 O

(2.6)

Ammonium nitrate is known to be very unstable, decomposing explosively at
temperatures above 60oC [4]. There are a host of other unwanted side reactions that can
8

take place as a result of the oxygen content, catalyst properties, and temperature [1].
Some of these are:
4 NH 3 + 3O2 → 2 N 2 + 6 H 2 O

(2.7)

4 NH 3 + 7O2 → 4 NO2 + 6 H 2 O

(2.8)

4 NH 3 + 2O2 → N 2 O + 3H 2 O

(2.9)

2 NH 3 + 8 NO → 5 N 2 O + 3H 2 O

(2.10)

6 NH 3 + 8 NO2 + 3O2 → 4 N 2 O + 6 H 2 O

(2.11)

4 NH 3 + 4 NO + 3O2 → 4 N 2 O + 6 H 2 O

(2.12)

16 NH 3 + 12 NO2 + 7O2 → 4 N 2 O + 24 H 2 O

(2.13)

As stated previously, one of the major drawbacks to using the SCR process in an
automobile is the narrow range of conditions for which desirable reactions occur. The
numerous side reactions that can occur would appear to support this fact.
Some novel NOx abatement strategies have also been proposed. Performing the
SCR reaction in multi-layered reactors has its advantages. Significant NOx reduction is
achieved in the first layer of the catalyst in an NH3 rich environment, while successive
layers work to reduce NH3 to N2 and H2O. This method is, unfortunately, easier to
implement in a stationary device, where catalyst volume is less of an issue. In another
strategy, a periodic inversion of the feed flow has been shown to achieve a NOx
conversion higher than 99% [1]. A new approach is utilizing porous membranes [9].
This method gives a high conversion of NOx in transient conditions, while yielding a low
concentration of NH3 in the exhaust stream. The exhaust stream containing NOx is
separated from the NH3 flow by a porous wall containing catalytically active materials.
9

The diffusion through the membrane occurs due to the difference in concentrations of the
two gases.
It is generally accepted that the SCR reaction occurs according to an Eley-Rideal
mechanism. This mechanism is where ammonia is strongly adsorbed on the surface sites
of the catalyst and reacts with gas phase NO [7]. Furthermore, as long as excess NH3 is
in the feed stream ( α =

NH 3
> 1 ) the SCR reaction is essentially first order with respect
NO x

to NO and zero order with respect to NH3 [10]. It is also generally accepted that under
typical operating conditions the dependencies on O2 and H2O in the exhaust can be
neglected [3]. While the rate dependencies of O2 can be neglected for simplified
analysis, some studies have shown a slight influence of O2 over the reaction at lower O2
concentrations [6]. Table 2.1 shows apparent reaction orders for NO, NH3, and O2 for a
variety of catalysts.

2.2

Experimental Setup
The experimental setup used in a majority of the literature reviewed is very

similar. Bottles of pure gas are diluted with nitrogen to achieve the desired exhaust gas
concentration. This process is accomplished using mass flow controllers connected to a
manifold allowing the gases to completely mix before being injected into the bench-flow
system.
The addition of water to the feed stream is done in one of two ways. In one way,
a liquid mass flow controller is used to introduce steam into the manifold where it mixes
with the rest of the gases. This requires the gas manifold, mass flow controller, and all
10

Table 2.1 - Reaction orders for the SCR reaction of NO with NH3 and O2
( α = 1 , O2 less than 3 vol. %). NH3, NO, and O2 columns show the apparent reaction
order for each experiment [6].
Catalyst Type
5% V2O5-TiO2*(A)
5% V2O5-TiO2(A)
10% V2O5-TiO2(A)
10% V2O5-Al2O3
10% V2O5-TiO2*(R)
10% V2O5-TiO2(R)
Zeolite NC-300 (Norton)
0.8% V2O5-TiO2 monolith
21% V2O5-TiO2(A)
21% V2O5-TiO2(A-R)
16.5% V2O5-Al2O3
100% V2O5
10%V2O5-Al2O3
15%V2O5-Al2O3
20%V2O5-Al2O3
25%V2O5-Al2O3
10%V2O5-Al2O3 (Harshaw)
9/1 (Fe2O3/Cr2O3), 10% Fe-Cr/Al2O3
20/1 (Fe2O3/Cr2O3), 10% Fe-Cr/Al2O3
50/1 (Fe2O3/Cr2O3), 10% Fe-Cr/Al2O3
5/1 (Fe2O3/Cr2O3), 1.1% Fe-Cr/Al2O3
10% Fe2O3/Al2O3
20% Fe2O3/Al2O3
etched metal screens
16.7% V2O5-SiO2
16.7% V2O5-3.2% TiO2-SiO2
20% V2O5-46% TiO2- 34%SiO2

NH3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

NO
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

O2
0.25
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.25
0.40
0.22
0.25
0.36
0.25
0.38
0.50
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.28
0.50
0.50
0.30

A = anatase; R = rutile; A-R = mixed anatase-rutile; * = chemical mixing
technique; % is wt
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tubing to be heated. A simpler approach is to use a peristaltic or syringe pump to dose
liquid water into an evaporation unit. This evaporation unit consists of either a glass
tube inside a furnace or large diameter stainless steel tubing wrapped in heat tape. Inside
the water injection unit are fiber strands acting as a wick. Liquid water is pumped into
the unit where it absorbs on the wick-like material. Hot gas flowing around the wick
causes the water to evaporate at a steady rate, providing the necessary amount of water
vapor for the experiment.
The catalyst sample is contained inside a 1-in. diameter tube located either inside
or directly downstream of a tube furnace. Placement of the catalyst downstream of the
furnace was done to get a more uniform temperature distribution across the length of the
catalyst. It is seen in the experiments done for this thesis that a negligible temperature
rise occurs when the catalyst is located in the middle of the furnace. Also, in literature
where the catalyst is placed in the middle of the furnace, no mention is made of an
abnormally steep temperature profile. One reason for this could be the difference in
heating ability of different furnaces. A smaller furnace would impart less heat flux to the
sample and the gas, meaning the convective action of the heated gas would be more
prevalent. A few experiments utilize a stainless steel tube for the catalyst enclosure, but
the majority use quartz or glass for this application. There are some drawbacks to both
methods. With the stainless steel, a suitable adaptor used to transport the gas from the ¼”
steel tubing leading to the reactor to the reactor section was easy to procure. Also, a
stainless steel enclosure will more readily heat the gas traveling through it than a glass
enclosure. Unfortunately, the inability to see the placement of items inside the reactor
creates a problem. The glass tube is clear, so placement of thermocouples, glass beads,
12

etc. is not difficult. Unfortunately, an acceptable glass to metal seal that will stay sealed
at high temperatures is hard to find. A novel approach is used for this study, and will be
explained in the Experimental Setup section. For most of the experiments glass or metal
beads were placed inside the reactor section upstream of the catalyst. The beads are used
for two reasons. First, the beads aid radial mixing and create a turbulent flow. This
prevents a laminar velocity profile that would cause catalyst channels closer to the center
of the catalyst to experience a higher flow velocity than those located near the walls.
Second, the beads provide additional heat transfer to the gas.
A variety of gas analyzers are used for the gas analysis. FTIR spectrometry is
used in a majority of the experiments. This is due in part to the fact that NH3 causes
typical NOx analyzers to give an incorrect reading for total NOx. The analyzer works by
dissociating NO2 to form NO. It then reads that NO concentration plus the actual NO
concentration as the total NOx concentration. The error is caused by NH3 reacting over
the catalyst inside a chemilumeniscence analyzer instead of NO2. The analyzer interprets
its NO reading as correct, while in actuality some NO2 has gone through the catalyst
unreacted. This causes a low value for total NOx. When a chemilumeniscence analyzer
is used, a phosphoric acid scrubber is placed upstream of it to remove the NH3 from the
stream before it can enter the analyzer [11]. One disadvantage of FTIR spectrometry is
the slow response time when compared to other instruments. This is offset by its ability
to analyze multiple species of gas simultaneously. The only gases an FTIR cannot
measure are diatomic molecules, so for this study O2 and N2 will not be measured. For
most of the methods described in literature, the FTIR is used to measure NO, NO2, N2O,
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NH3, and H2O. Detection limits for the FTIR are usually in the range of 5 ppm for NO,
N2O, and NH3, 500 ppm for H2O, and 1 ppm for NO2.
Another gas analysis method used is mass spectrometry. A mass spectrometer
has the ability to measure different molecular weights with a very fast response time.
While the FTIR can give an accurate scan roughly every two seconds, the mass
spectrometer can accurately scan at a rate on the order of milliseconds. Also, it can
sample from any point axially or radially along the catalyst, compared to the FTIR
analyzers which can only measure the exit gas stream. One drawback is that only
molecular weights can be measured, so the mass spectrometer can not differentiate
between two species with the same atomic weight. For instance, CO and N2 would show
as one value since both their atomic weights are 28. In most experiments using a mass
spectrometer this problem is overcome by using helium as the carrier gas in place of
nitrogen [12]. While the FTIR is used for a majority of the papers reviewed, it seems that
both the FTIR and mass spectrometer used in parallel would give the best results.

2.3

Discussion of Results
Various techniques are used to characterize the performance of SCR catalysts.

Experiments are run to show differences in catalysts based on both their chemical
makeup and their physical characteristics. Also, the catalysts are exposed to varying
concentrations of gases to see if there is any effect on the catalysts’ performance.
Before the chemical reaction characteristics are found, an analysis of the catalyst’s NH3
storage capacity is done in some experimental protocols. One method used is a
combination of desorption and titration [14]. This two step method is necessary because
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not all the ammonia will desorb without the addition of NO, so the resulting amount of
NH3 absorbed would appear too low if only desorption were used. The process is to
expose the sample to NH3 until the inflow concentration is reached at the catalyst outlet.
At this point the catalyst is completely saturated with NH3. Then NH3 is stopped and NO
flow is started. The NH3 capacity is then a total of the NH3 that is measured in the outlet
stream directly after the NH3 flow was stopped and the deficit of NO due to the equimolar reaction of NO and NH3. The catalyst is known to be completely clean of NH3
when the NO flow returns to its inlet concentration. While this seems to be a common
method for the determination of NH3 capacity, some questions do arise. While the
assumption of the Eley-Rideal mechanism must be made to assume absolutely no NO
will absorb on the catalyst during titration, no mention of this is made in the literature
[1,7,14]. Also, some NH3 oxidation can occur even at low temperatures. This is a
possible disadvantage to this or any method which does not take NH3 oxidation into
account when calculating NH3 storage capacity.
The catalyst’s storage capacity is known to decrease with increasing temperature,
so repeating the method above for a range of temperatures gives the capacity profile as a
function of temperature. For a typical catalyst at 500oC the absorption capacity is
roughly 10% of the absorption capacity at 200oC [14]. When studying ammonia
adsorption, temperature plays a large role in the amount of NH3 adsorbed.
The reaction order of the NO-NH3 SCR reaction is studied in a variety of ways.
Most directly, the three species of gas in the “standard SCR” reaction (NH3, NO, and O2)
are varied and the conversion of NO is recorded. Referring back to Table 2.1, one would
expect to find a first order dependence on the concentration of NO, a zero order
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dependence with respect to NH3 concentration assuming α > 1, and a slight dependence
on the O2 concentration.
At low α ratios (< 1), the NOx conversion varies nearly linearly with the
concentration of NH3. For α near or greater than one, the NO conversion is independent
of NH3 concentration and is controlled by temperature, as evidenced by different
asymptotic values for NO conversion at different temperatures. This is consistent with
zero order kinetics with respect to NH3 for α > 1 [11].
The NOx conversion becomes increasingly independent of the O2 concentration as
the oxygen concentration increases, and is almost independent on O2 concentration above
5% O2. Since normal O2 concentration in the effluent gas stream of a diesel engine is
around 10%, the O2 will play little role in the reaction for experiments in this thesis. A
similar experiment was performed with H2O concentration and similar results were
obtained; i.e., between 5% and 10% of H2O, the NOx conversion is relatively independent
of H2O concentration [11].
The reaction involving a 1:1 ratio of NO2:NO proceeds much quicker than the
reaction with 100% NO. Experiments in [15] were performed at a space velocity of
52,000 1/hr and with concentrations of H2O and O2 at 5% and 10%, respectively. The O2
and H2O concentrations were high enough to not influence the conversion of NOx. In
these experiments the NOx inlet concentration was held constant at 500 ppm while the
NH3 concentration was varied. It is seen that for a fixed temperature and NH3 slip
condition, the NO+NO2 mixture provides for a greater amount of NOx conversion. This
is due to the fast SCR reaction playing a large role in the NOx conversion. This effect is
seen at higher temperatures also, but its effect is less significant due to the increased rate
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of the standard SCR reaction. At moderate temperatures, the rate of the fast SCR
reaction is roughly 13 times as fast as the rate for the standard SCR reaction. If the
NO2:NO ratio is above 1 there is a significant drop in catalytic activity. This is due to the
reaction between NH3 and NO2, which is significantly slower than either of the reactions
discussed above, playing a larger role in NOx conversion.
50% NO2 will provide the best NOx conversion for a given NH3 slip condition,
but an increase to 80%, for instance, will result in a lower NOx conversion value for the
same amount of NH3 slip. This is because only 40 % of the total NOx (the 20% that is
NO and an equimolar amount of NO2) will react according to the fast SCR reaction. The
other 60% is pure NO2 and will proceed according to the slow SCR reaction between
NO2 and NH3 [4].
There are other results, while not directly related to the scope of this work, that
are worth mentioning. The formation of N2O is an important factor in SCR reactions.
An increase in the formation of N2O is noticed with increasing NO2:NO ratio but can also
occur with pure NO in the gas stream [13]. This increase is significant at NO2:NO ratios
above 1. It is seen that N2O formation is inhibited by the presence H2O in the gas stream.
In [13] the authors claim N2O and NO, when exposed to the catalyst along with O2, have
a synergistic effect on their conversions. At 640K and with 1500 ppm NO and 2500 ppm
NH3, NO conversion is 67%. However with the addition of 1000 ppm N2O the NO
conversion rises to 85% with N2O conversion at 25%. This seems counter-productive
because there is almost a two-fold increase in the total amount of N-containing oxides in
the effluent stream.
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CHAPTER 3 – EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND
PROCEDURE

3.1

Overall Description of Bench-Flow Reactor Setup
A schematic of the bench-flow reactor system is shown in Figure 3.1. Five UNIT

mass flow controllers are used to introduce individual components of a simulated exhaust
gas mixture into the reactor containing the zeolite SCR catalyst. The primary
constituents of lean-burn exhaust gas are N2, CO2, O2, NO, and H2O. For the SCR
reaction ammonia will also be added to the system. Calibration quality NO and NH3
diluted in N2 were used as well as pure O2 and CO2. Ultra-high purity N2 was used to add
any additional flow needed to achieve the desired space velocity of 25,000 1/h. The
NH3

O2

Pre-Heater
CO2

Catalyst Bypass

H2O
Injection

N2

NO
Furnace

Liquid
H2O
MasterFlex
Paristaltic
Pump

Glass Beads

To
Exhaust
FT-IR Pump

FT-IR

Figure 3.1 – Schematic of NTRC bench-flow reactor
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mixing of the gas is accomplished in a gas manifold consisting of four inlets, a mixing
chamber, and one outlet. The NH3 is not mixed with the rest of the gas mixture until
directly upstream of the heated gas line. This is done to prevent the formation of
ammonium nitrate, which can occur at temperatures lower than 120oC.
Once the gases have been mixed they flow through a pre-heating section that
heats the mixture to over 200oC. Directly downstream of this section is the water
injection system where liquid water is injected into the gas stream and evaporates into
steam. The pump supplying the water has the ability to pump any volume of water into
the gas stream to provide the correct concentration of steam. For typical exhaust gas, this
is between 5% and 10% water vapor. The peristaltic pump is connected to the system
with Tygon tubing and the tubing is attached to the water evaporation unit using two
0.050-in. OD needles placed in the flow stream. Zetex strands are secured in the stainless
steel tubing to absorb the water and prevent it from flashing to steam, which causes a
pressure and water vapor pulse in the gas stream. The Zetex also absorbs the water like a
wick and allows it to evaporate at a constant rate, yielding a constant concentration of
H2O over the catalyst. At this point in the system the gas is completely mixed and ready
to be used in the SCR experiments.
By using two high temperature needle valves the flow can be directed to either the
reactor furnace or a bypass line leading directly to the FTIR. The bypass line is used at
the beginning of an experiment to record the concentrations of the gas species upstream
of the catalyst. After the inlet concentration readings are measured, the flow is directed
to the reactor furnace. The furnace contains a 1-in. OD quartz tube containing the
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catalyst sample. A glass to metal weld connects the quartz tube to two 1-in. OD stainless
steel end pieces. These are fitted with SwageLok ends and connected to a SwageLok
“tree” with five smaller SwageLok fittings. These smaller fittings allow thermocouples
and capillary probes to be attached to the reactor section.
From the exit of the reactor segment 1/4-in. heated stainless steel tubing carries
the flow to the FTIR for analysis. The gas is pulled through the FTIR cell by a
diaphragm pump located downstream of the cell. After the gas flows through the cell it
goes to the exhaust line leading to the room’s ventilation system.
The states of the mass flow controllers and pressure and temperature readings are
controlled by LabView version 5.0 programs. A Gateway Pentium III computer is used
to run the Labview programs. There are three programs, written by Steven Killough at
NTRC, used to control the experiment. These programs are used to control the reactor
furnace temperature, the mass flow controller flow rates, and the rate at which the data is
logged.

3.2

Experimental Catalyst Used
A commercially available zeolite catalyst is used in this study. To approximate a

differential reactor, a 1/2-in. long sample is used. The sample is 7/8-in. in diameter and
has a cell density of 300 cpsi.
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3.3

Individual Components of Bench-Flow Reactor

3.3.1 Mass Flow Controller
Two different types of mass flow controllers are used for these experiments.
UNIT model 7300 flow controllers are used for N2, O2, and CO2 flows while UNIT
model 7360 flow controllers made specifically for corrosive gases are used for NH3 and
NO.
The front panel of the mass flow controller setup in Figure 3.2 shows the mass
flow controller inlets and exits used in the SCR experiments. Also labeled are the
manifold inlets for gas mixing and the manifold outlet leading to the rest of the system.
SwageLok quick-connect fittings and 1/4-in. Tygon tubing are used to deliver the gases
from the exits of the mass flow controllers to the manifold inlets. The mixture, excluding
NH3, flows to the system from the manifold outlet. The front panel of the mass flow
controller setup is shown in Figure 3.3 with all tubing connected and the inlet gas lines,
manifold outlet, and NH3 outlet labeled.

3.3.2 Pre-Heating Section
A pre-heating section heats the gas mixture to over 200oC before water is
introduced into the system. Ammonia is introduced to the mixture directly upstream of
the pre-heating section. Since the mixture is quickly heated to over 200oC, no
ammonium nitrate will form in the solid phase. Figure 3.4 shows the gas pre-heating
section; also shown is the point of injection of NH3 into the mixed gas stream.
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CO2 in O2 in

NO in NH3 in

N2 in

NH3 out to
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Figure 3.2 – Front of bench-flow reactor mass flow controller setup for SCR
experiments
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Figure 3.3 - Front of bench-flow reactor mass flow controller setup: gases connected
for SCR experiment
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Figure 3.4 – Pre-heating section

3.3.3 Water Injection System
In a lean burn engine 3-10% water vapor is usually present in the exhaust gas. In
the present study 5% H2O was used in the simulated exhaust gas. A MasterFlex brand
peristaltic pump, shown in Figure 3.5, is used to draw deionized water from a Pyrex
beaker into 250 − μM ID Tygon tubing. A MasterFlex software program controls the

rotation of the pump head via user input on the control computer. Calculations done prior
to the experiment convert the rotation of the pump head to a specific flow rate of water
being injected to the system. Using steam tables, the amount of liquid water needed to
provide the desired amount of steam is calculated. The tubing transporting the water is
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Pump
0.010” ID Tygon

Pump Head
Deionized

To H2O Injection System

Figure 3.5 – MasterFlex peristaltic water pump

connected to the gas stream with two 1/16-in. SwageLok fittings that are welded to the
side of the water injection unit. Two 0.005-in. OD needles are attached to the end of the
tubing and connected to the rest of the system with graphite ferrules. The stainless steel
tubing carrying the exhaust gas is increased from 1/4-in. to 1/2-in. to provide water with
adequate time to fully evaporate. A weave of Zetex strands is positioned to the inside of
the 1/2-in. tubing to prevent water from dripping onto the hot walls of the tubing and
flash evaporating to steam. The water is instead absorbed onto the Zetex where it
evaporates at a constant rate. Figure 3.6 shows the water injection system fully wrapped
in heating tape and insulation, as well as the uninsulated apparatus.
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From H2O Pump

Figure 3.6 – Water injection system

3.3.4 Reactor Bypass
Directly downstream of the water injection system is the catalyst bypass section.
This section is upstream of the reactor and can direct the flow either to the reactor or to
the FTIR. This apparatus consists of two high temperature needle valves, labeled in
Figure 3.7 as A and B, that direct the flow either to the catalyst section or the bypass line.
Bypass operation diverts the flow around reactor section and occurs when valve A is
closed and valve B is open. The bypass is used before an experiment to measure the inlet
concentrations of the gas stream. The bypass line and reactor section are reconnected
directly downstream of the furnace prior to reaching the FTIR.
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To Catalyst
Needle Valve B

From H2O
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Needle Valve A

Figure 3.7 – Reactor bypass. Upstream of catalyst, top view
3.3.5

Reactor Furnace

The reactor furnace used for this experiment is a Lindburg/Blue-M model
TF55035COMA-1 tubular furnace with a maximum temperature rating of 1100oC. The
furnace is controlled through a LabView program and has the ability to perform multiple
automated ramp and soak segments. It can provide a maximum heating rate of 15oC/min
and a maximum cooling rate of 5oC/min.

3.3.6

Catalyst Reactor

The catalyst reactor consists of a 1-in. OD quartz tube welded to two 1-in. OD
stainless steel tubes. The glass-to-metal welds were done by Larson Electronic Glass
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Company and are rated to 550oC. Figure 3.8 shows a close-up of the weld. To connect
the 1-in. OD catalyst reactor to the rest of the system two 1-in. OD SwageLok end caps
were drilled out and 5 smaller SwageLok pieces were welded onto the caps to form the
two connection trees as seen in Figure 3.9. The trees, located at the inlet and exit to the
catalyst reactor, has two 1/16-in. female adaptors for a thermocouple input and a mass
spectrometer probe and three 1/4-in. adaptors for inlet and exit gas flows as well as any
additional needs in future experiments. The mass spectrometer probe was not used in the
present study. The SCR catalyst sample is placed in the middle of the quartz tube
directly downstream of glass beads. The beads generate a relatively uniform velocity
across the catalyst. Figure 3.10 shows the catalyst reactor inside the reactor furnace.

Glass to Metal Weld

1” Stainless Steel
1” Quartz Tubing

Figure 3.8 – Close-up of glass-to-metal weld
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¼” Male Swage-Lok Fitting
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Figure 3.9 – SwageLok connection tree
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Figure 3.10 – Catalyst reactor in furnace
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3.3.7

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FTIR)

A MIDAC Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometer (FTIR) was used for the gas
analysis in these experiments. The FTIR is controlled by its own computer and run with
GRAMS/32 software. The sample gas is pulled through the FTIR gas cell by a
diaphragm pump which exhausts to the ventilation system. The cell is surrounded by a
heating jacket connected to a temperature controller and is maintained at 140oC. This is
to prevent water from accumulating inside the cell and damaging the hygroscopic
potassium bromide windows. Figure 3.11 shows the flow path from the bypass and
reactor sections to the FTIR. One drawback to FTIR measurements is the time response

Excess
Flow to
Exhaust

To FTIR
Pump

From Bypass

FTIR Outlet

FTIR Inlet
From Catalyst

O2 Sensor
(not used)

Figure 3.11 – Fourier transform infrared spectrometer
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of the instrument. The cell in which the gas is analyzed has a volume of 375 mL and the
pump draws 2 lpm through the cell. This results in a new sample volume once every
11.25 seconds. Since the experiments are run at steady state sampling frequency is not a
factor. This experiment required a flow of approximately 2.9 lpm to provide the desired
space velocity of 25,000 1/h and the excess flow was diverted to an exhaust line leading
to the lab’s ventilation system.

3.3.8

Heating Control

The gas temperature throughout the system is controlled by a series of heating
tapes run by heat tape controllers. These allow for the accurate control of the gas
temperatures at various points along the flow path. The heat tape controllers have the
ability to perform multiple ramp and soak segments and are connected to the PC by an
RS-232 daisy chain. This allows for thermocouple temperatures to be recorded. Two
separate heat tapes can be controlled by a single heat tape controller, but only one
thermocouple will provide the temperature input for the controller. Three heat tape
controllers and Thermolyne BriskHeat brand heat tape, model number BIH051-040LD,
were used for this experiment. The heat tapes have a maximum temperature rating of
740oC.
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3.4

Experimental Procedure
This section describes the experimental procedure employed in the present study.

A brief description of the start-up and cool-down procedures is included, and a walk
through of the methodology of the experiments is given. This section will conclude with
a detailed description of how the data was quantified and prepared for analysis.

3.4.1

Start-up Procedure

After the exhaust to the room is turned on the LabView files that will control the
experiment are opened and started. There are three programs that control various aspects
of the experiment.
1. OvenControl17.vi - This program controls the reactor furnace that contains the
catalyst sample. It can be programmed to perform multiple ramp and soak segments
and has an auto shut-off feature that, when enabled, is tied to the gas flow of the
experiment. This means that if the gas flow is stopped for any reason (MFC failure,
empty bottles, etc.) the furnace will automatically shut down.
2. bfr_log17.vi - The log program writes all the data collected during the experiment to
a file that can be easily exported into an Excel spreadsheet for data processing.
Variables such as flow rates, gas temperatures and oven temperature are recorded.
This program also enables the user to adjust the sampling rate of the recorded
variables. This is needed due to the wide variety of experiments utilizing this
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program. A real time plot of three variables chosen by the user is also displayed on
the screen.
3. bfr_step17.vi – This program is the input file for the gas flow rates. It can calibrate
the flow controllers to accommodate different gases based on a correlation factor
supplied by the manufacturer.
Next, the system is heated to operating temperature. This temperature will vary
but the time involved in heating the system up is roughly the same. There are four main
heating components that must be turned on; the furnace that contains the catalyst sample
and the three heating tape controllers. It is found that during the warm-up time it is
advisable to have roughly the same volumetric flow rate through the system as will be
used during the experiment. This helps in developing the same temperature profile that
will occur during the experiment and thus eliminates the time it would take to reach that
profile if the flow was started after the heat tapes were turned on. Also, since the heat
tape controllers are on a feedback control loop, if there is no flow when they are turned
on they will attempt to heat the stagnant air in the system to their setpoint temperature.
This puts undue strain on the heat tapes, shortens their lifetime, and adds additional warm
up time to the start up procedure. During this warm up time bottled nitrogen is used due
to its relative abundance, the fact that it is cheaper and therefore better to be used when
not collecting data, and the fact it can be acquired in a timely manner from the gas
supplier.
During this time the rest of the start-up procedure can be accomplished. The
FTIR uses a MCT liquid nitrogen cooled detector. It is best to fill the FTIR with LN2 as
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early as possible to let the entire detector cool to a steady temperature. If the detector is
still in the process of cooling when scans are taken, a slight baseline drift is seen. While
this does not effect the measurements, the less movement of the zero line during post
processing yields less noise in the results. This will be explained in more detail later in
the chapter.
From room temperature, the average warm up time is about 1 to 1.5 hours. There
are two checks that are performed to ensure the system has reached a steady state
temperature profile. First, the catalyst inlet and outlet temperatures are observed. They
should both be no more than 5oC off of the reactor furnace temperature, which is set to
the desired operating temperature. The second check ensures a steady temperature inside
the FTIR cell. A steady FTIR temperature is very important. If there is a temperature
change inside the FTIR cell between measurements the absorbance spectrum will vary in
intensity and the apparent concentration will be different. The check is performed by
diverting the flow from the sample to the bypass several times at a frequency of about 3-4
switches per minute. The gas temperature entering the FTIR is monitored for any
change. If the change is more than a few tenths of a degree, the bypass line is either
heated or cooled slightly until the temperature change between the two paths is
negligible. Once these two checks are confirmed, the system is ready for operation.

3.4.2

Experimental Test Matrix

The experimental matrix for the SCR reaction on the zeolite catalyst is developed
to span a range of α ratios as well as NO and NH3 concentrations. The concentration
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ranges will provide the results needed to find the reaction orders with respect to NO and
NH3 and also to extract the kinetic data needed for the 1-D, steady state, theoretical
model. These experiments are performed for a temperature range of 150-300oC. A range
of 400-800 ppm NO and 400-1400 ppm NH3 is used with a constant 12% O2, 5% CO2,
and 5% H2O present in all experiments. A flow without NO or NH3 is also developed.
This flow is used for two reasons. First, this flow state is used to completely cleanse the
catalyst sample of NH3 and NO. This is done at the beginning and end of each day and is
used in parallel with a Temperature Programmed Desorption (TPD). TPD is a
temperature ramp segment that exposes the catalyst to temperatures up to 500oC at an
increase of about 15oC/ min. It has been shown in literature that exposure for this time
and at this temperature is enough to cause all the NH3 to desorb off the catalyst [14]. The
second use for this flow state is to provide a subtractend file for the FTIR quantification
method. This subtraction essentially eliminates the large H2O and CO2 signals from the
FTIR files and makes the quantification of NO and NH3 easier.

3.4.3

Experimental Procedure

When developing the procedure for these experiments various factors such as
experiment time, gas usage, and realistic exposure conditions were taken into account.
Before the experiments begin a scan of 12% O2, 5% CO2, 5% CO2, and N2 balance is
collected. This initial scan is run through the bypass and will be subtracted off all
experimental spectra to eliminate both the H2O and CO2 signals from the results. After
this scan is taken at the beginning of the day the experiments are begun.
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The experimental procedure is divided into two parts. The first part is the bypass
period for the collection of inlet conditions. First, the flow is directed to the bypass path.
In LabView, the flowrates and reactor temperature for the experiment are set. This flow
state is allowed to flow for 5 minutes before a bypass scan is taken. The wait time is
based on the observation that NH3 sticks to the inside of the stainless steel, so when a step
change of NH3 is introduced through the system a small amount of time needed to let the
walls saturate with NH3. After 5 minutes an FTIR scan is taken. The flow concentrations
in this scan are identical to the inlet concentrations over the catalyst.
In the second part, the flow is directed to the catalyst and the catalyst is allowed
to saturate before a steady state scan is taken. This saturation time varies and is based on
factors including the reactor temperature and NO and NH3 concentrations. Saturation
(steady state) is known to have occurred when successive scans taken 5 minutes apart do
not show any change in ammonia concentration. Figure 3.12 shows the catalyst
saturating with ammonia. After the experimental scan is collected, the flow is first turned
back to the bypass path and changed to the next inlet conditions. The process is repeated
for all flow states in the experimental test matrix at all five temperatures.

3.4.4

FTIR Data Quantification

Before analysis of the experimental SCR FTIR data can begin, a method is
developed for the quantification of NH3, NO, and N2O.
To develop a method for NH3 and NO several concentrations (100, 300, 500, 700,
900 and 1100 ppm) of the desired gas in 12% O2, 5% CO2, 5% H2O and a nitrogen
balance were run through the bypass to the FTIR. The O2, CO2, and H2O concentrations
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Figure 3.12 – NH3 saturation of SCR catalyst. 250oC, 832 ppm NH3, 1156 ppm NO

are chosen to match actual experiment conditions. After FTIR scans are taken at each
concentration level, a scan containing CO2 and H2O but no NO or NH3 is subtracted from
each scan to eliminate the CO2 and H2O signals. This allows for easier measurement of
the NO signal since its signal appears inside the H2O signal. A scan both before and after
the subtraction of a clean scan is seen in Figure 3.13. Next, Grams/32 software is used to
find the area under the adsorption spectrum for both NH3 and NO. A plot of that area
versus concentration level is shown in Figure 3.14. From this plot a calibration curve is
obtained to correlate concentration to peak area. With the calibration curves for both NO
and NH3 the experimental FTIR data is quantified.
The method developed for the quantification of N2O is similar, but the
availability of bottled N2O limited the concentration levels that could be used in the
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Figure 3.13 – FTIR scan before and after H2O and CO2 subtraction
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Figure 3.14 – NH3 calibration curve. Concentration as a function of peak area
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development of a calibration curve. The available bottle of N2O contained 19.7 ppm N2O
in N2, so only one point (15 ppm) was used to develop a linear calibration curve. This
could lead to errors in the analysis of higher concentrations of N2O, but the
concentrations encountered during the course of these experiments remained relatively
low.
In summary, a three step process was used to quantify the experimental FTIR
results.
1. Subtract the water and carbon dioxide signals.
2. Correct for any baseline shift due to temperature change in the cell or of the MCT
detector
3. Isolate one peak and find area. Use calibration curves to find corresponding
concentrations
Plots of the calibration curves for NO, NH3, and N2O are shown in the appendix.
One concern when using an FTIR for gas analysis is signal interference. Since
some signals overlap, it is necessary to ensure that a change in one signal will not cause a
change in the other. For these experiments the only species with overlapping spectra are
H2O and NO. To ensure no interference between the H2O signal and the NO signal a
mixture consisting of either 400 or 500 ppm NO, 5% CO2, 12% O2, and N2 balance is
sampled with 2.5%, 4%, 5%, 6%, and 7.5% H2O. The H2O and CO2 were subtracted off,
and the concentration of NO is found from the quantification method described earlier.
The NO signal shows little variance in its concentration for all H2O concentration levels.
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Figure 3.15 – Effect of water concentration on FTIR measurement of NO

This verifies that the H2O signal is not interfering with the NO signal and is shown in
Figure 3.15. After inlet and exit concentrations for NH3, NO, and N2O are quantified
for all experiments, they are tabulated to show actual alpha ratios, conversion
percentages, and N2O formation at each temperature.
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CHAPTER 4 – SCR REACTOR MODEL

4.1

Modeling Steady State Species Mass Balances
Once experimental conversion data are available as a function of temperature and

species concentrations, it should be possible (at least theoretically) to determine the
global kinetic rate constants for the NO reduction reaction. In this study, the conversions
of NO and NH3 were measured in a segment of catalyst monolith containing a large
number of parallel channels, each of which can be approximated as an integral plug flow
reactor. The integral nature of the reactor makes it necessary to develop a simple model
for this type of reactor in order to properly interpret the conversion measurements. The
discussion in this chapter centers on the development of that model and an explanation of
how it was used to determine the effective global kinetics parameters; specifically, the
effective global activation energy, pre-exponential factor, and reaction orders in NO and
NH3.
The main function of any chemical reactor model is to properly account for the
mass balances of the reacting and generated species over a given control volume. In some
cases, this can be extremely challenging because of complex flow fields and large
thermal gradients that produce large changes in reaction rates and gas flow volume.
Fortunately, for selective catalytic reduction of NOx in automotive exhaust, the
concentrations of reacting species are relatively low, there are no major volume changes,
and the reaction conditions are effectively isothermal. In addition, the experimental bench
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reactor in this study was set up to operate at steady-state, further simplifying the level of
modeling required.
With the above in mind, we began model construction based on the following set
of assumptions:

• The main reaction of interest is 4 NO + 4 NH 3 + O2 → 4 N 2 + 6 H 2O
α
β
• The global rate of NO reaction is given by rNO = kC NO
C NH
C Oγ , where
3

2

rNO is in units of moles NO/(catalyst area *time) and CNO, CNH3, and CO2
are the reactant species concentrations at the catalyst surface

• All monolith channels are assumed to be equivalent and thus the
modeling problem can be reduced to the analysis of a single ‘typical’
channel.

• One-dimensional – gradients in the angular and radial directions are
ignored

• The catalyst is assumed to be isothermal and experience negligible
pressure drop, so the energy and momentum equations can be ignored

For the experiments in this study, the O2 concentration was held fixed and thus
the reaction order in O2 was not evaluated. Other studies have shown that the reaction is
zero order with respect to oxygen as long as the O2 concentration is greater than 3%
[1,7,11].
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The assumption that each channel in the monolith can be approximated as an
isothermal plug flow reactor (with constant gas density) makes it possible to simplify the
differential mass balance for each species to:
∂Ci
∂Ci
+U
= RRi
∂t
∂z

(4.1)

For steady-state operation, the time derivative can be removed and the general partial
differential mass balance for each species becomes a simple ordinary differential
equation relating the species concentrations in the gas to axial position in the channels.
U

dCi
= RRi
dz

(4.2)

Because species concentrations vary along the length of the monolith channels, it
is necessary to integrate the above differential mass balance to obtain the over difference
in species concentrations between the inlet and exit. Although we have assumed plug
flow (and thus no radial concentration gradients in the gas phase), we must also consider
the concentration difference between the bulk gas and the catalyst surface caused by the
mass transfer resistance in the wall boundary layer. This leads to another steady-state
species balance constraint at each axial location:
α
β
k MT (C S ,i − Ci ) = k i C NO
, S C NH 3 , S

(4.3)

where
k MT =

Dab Sh
Dh

(4.4)
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The flow is considered fully developed and the Sherwood number used for the model is
2.98. Note that when the reaction orders are non-unity, the above constraint becomes
nonlinear and typically must be solved numerically.
Both the differential species balance and the reaction-mass-transfer equality
above must be solved simultaneously in order to determine the species concentration
profiles (and overall species conversions) along the monolith channels for a particular set
of reaction rate parameters. One relatively straightforward approach for doing this is to
approximate each reactor channel as a series of small stirred-tank reactors in which the
gas and species concentrations are constant. This makes it possible to sequentially solve
for the axial concentration profiles along the channels by determining the exit
concentrations of each stirred-tank segment in order. With this in mind, the species
balance for each individual stage becomes:
k MT A(YS ,i − Yi ) =

Y − Yi

(4.5)

τ

α
β
k MT A(YS ,i − Yi ) = k i C NO
, S C NH 3 , S

(4.6)

where
k = Ae

− EA
RuT

(4.7)

Starting with the specified inlet concentrations, it is then possible to compute both
the axial concentration profiles and the overall conversions for each species in a ‘typical’
channel. A diagram of the linked stirred tank reactors is shown in Figure 4.1. This
procedure was numerically implemented in the MatLab code described below. With this
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Single Monolith Channel
Yi ,0

Yi , f

α
β
kC NO
C NH
= k MT A(YS ,i − Yi )
3

YIN ,i

YS ,i

Yi

k MT A(YS ,i − YIN ,i ) =

Yi − YIN ,i

τ

Figure 4.1 – Diagram of linked stirred tank reactors approximating plug-flow
reactor

code, it was possible to compute the net species consumptions for any set of assumed
reaction and mass-transfer parameters and then compare the results to the experimental
observations.

4.2

Details of the MatLab Code

After the activation energy and pre-exponential factor are found from the
experiments, those values are used in the model as inputs along with the other variables
from the experiments. These include pressure, flow rate, channel size, the number of
channels, and the length of the catalyst. Since the goal of this model is to compare its
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predicted NO conversion to the experimental results, the same temperature range (150300oC) is used. The concentrations of all the gas species, including N2, O2, H2O, and
CO2, are input for use in the calculation of the dynamic viscosity and density of the
mixed gas. The model also has the ability to divide the catalyst into as many sections
(linked CSTR’s) as desired. More sections will give a more refined concentration profile
but will also increase computing time. For this study the catalyst is always divided into
twenty segments.
Before the model proceeds to the iterative section of the code, four programs are
used to compute different values necessary for the calculation of the surface reaction rate.
These programs calculate residence time, surface area, hydraulic diameter, gas density,
flow velocity, and bulk concentration. After that the Reynolds Number, Schmidt
Number, Sherwood Number, and mass transfer coefficient are found.
To start the iterative scheme function PFR.m is called. This function sets up the
empty matrices needed for the upcoming iteration. It also serves to rename the exiting
values from one stage as the new inlet values for the next stage. Next, SSCSTR.m is
called. This function uses the steady state CSTR species balance equations for both the
gas and surface phases.
Now an initial assumption of the reaction rates must be made. Since a reasonable
guess will decrease computing time, a method is developed to find the mass transfer
controlled reaction rates. The mass transfer rate is the fastest rate that can be produced
by the catalyst and will provide an upper limit for the initial guess. With the assumption
of a mass transfer controlled reaction, the surface mole fraction becomes zero since any
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species that diffuses to the surface is immediately consumed by the reaction. Now (4.5)
can be written
YMT =

Yi
.
1 + as * τ * k MT

(4.8)

Once YMT is found (4.8) is used to find the reaction rate for the mass transfer controlled
reaction.
RMT = −as * k MT * YMT .

(4.9)

Since the mass transfer controlled reaction rate is the upper limit, an initial guess of
Rest =

1
RMT is made for the actual reaction rate. Since the only reaction considered in
2

this study uses an equal amount of NO and NH3, the depletion rates for both species will
be the same. Now an iterative method is used to solve for the actual reaction rate. The
steps are as follows:

1) With the new value for R ( Rest for first iteration), compute Y from equation (4.5)
2) With the newly found value for Y solve for YS in equation (4.6)
3) Use this value of YS to solve for the reaction rate in Rsurf.m
4) Compare the reaction rate found in Rsurf.m with the one found from the last
iteration (or Rest if in the first iteration)
5) Repeat until the difference is less than a specified tolerance (1e-10 for this study)
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This is done simultaneously for all reactions occurring over the catalyst. When
the reaction rate values converge, the final values for the reaction rates and gas and
surface mole fractions are sent back to PFR.m and logged as the values for that stage.
They then become the inlet values for the next stage and the process is repeated. A
model flow chart is shown in Figure 4.2.
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T, P, SV, Ea, A
Catalyst Geometry
Species
Concentrations
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Inlet Conditions

Gas_props.m
Flow_props.m
Dab.m
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Derived Experimental Conditions
Schmidt, Sherwood, Reynolds #’s
Mass Transfer Coefficient
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SSCSTR.m
Rest = k MT A(YS − Yi ) =

Y − Yi

τ

R = k MT A(Ys − Y )

EQ (4.5) - Gas Phase Mass Balance
EQ (4.6) - Surface Mass Balance

Assume MT Controlled, Ys = 0
Yi
YMT =
1 + as *τ * k MT
RMT = −as * k MT * YMT
Rest = .5 * RMT
Begin Iteration
with new R compute Y from EQ (4.5)
with Y compute Ys from EQ (4.6)
Use Ys to calculate R_cal in Rsurf.m
R_d = abs(R_cal – R)
Iterate until R_d < Tol with R_cal (old) becoming R (new)
Move to next stage after R_d < Tol

Figure 4.2 – Computer model flow chart
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CHAPTER 5 – RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter will discuss the results found through the experiments described in
Chapter 3. It will be divided into sections to show all results as well as the processes
involved in analyzing the data. The first section will cover the process of homogeneous
NH3 oxidation that occurred throughout the experiments. The next section will show the
results found from all experiments. This will include the actual alpha ratios seen at the
catalyst inlet, NO and NH3 conversion data, NO conversion shown as a function of alpha
ratio and temperature, and N2O formation. The third section will use an iterative process
to simultaneously find the reaction order with respect to NO and the activation energy
and pre-exponential factor. Next, the model will be compared to the experimental results
and results obtained from literature. Finally, a discussion of the results from both the
experiments and the theoretical model will be presented.

5.1

Homogeneous NH3 Oxidation
It was seen during the course of the experiments that NO was being formed in the

gas phase. This was evident due to the bypass measurements having more NO than
requested. The bypass measurements also show an NH3 deficit by the same amount. As
a case in point, if 400 ppm NO and 400 ppm NH3 were supplied by the mass flow
controllers, the actual gas concentration entering the catalyst would have more NO than
requested and roughly the same amount of NH3 would be missing. The homogeneous
NH3 oxidation reaction
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4 NH 3 + 5O2 → 4 NO + 6 H 2 O

(2.5)

shows the stoichiometric ratio of NO formed to NH3 consumed that would be required to
give the results found in the experiments. This reaction was found to be occurring due to
the heat tape in the pre-heating section being much hotter than was originally thought.
Measurements made after the completion of the experiments show the walls on the inside
of the stainless steel tubing in the pre-heating section reaching temperatures of 750oC.
This caused significant NH3 oxidation via reaction 2.5. From post-experiment analysis it
was determined that approximately 25-40% of the NH3 oxidized to NO before reaching
the reactor. One minor drawback to this oxidation was that there were not as many data
points above α = 1 as was originally planned from the experimental matrix, but this did
not affect the data analysis due to the curve fit analysis done to the NO conversion
results. This will be explained in more detail in Section 5.2.3.

5.2

Experimental Results
In this section results are presented in tabulated form. In these tables, the values

listed for the inlet NO and NH3 concentrations are average values for all five
temperatures run during the experiments. The actual values were never more than 4%
different than the average values. This is due to the fact that regardless of the experiment
temperature the preheating section was at a constant 750oC, so approximately the same
amount of gas phase reactions took place regardless of the reactor temperature.
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5.2.1

Alpha Ratio Determination

The first analysis that must be done is to determine the inlet alpha ratios seen at
the front of the catalyst. These are assumed to be equal to the bypass alpha ratios taken
before each run. Since the temperature of the bypass path was held at 130oC it was
assumed that no significant gas phase reactions occurred in the bypass path. Since no
NO2 was used in these experiments, the inlet alpha ratio is simply the bypass NH3
concentration divided by the bypass NO concentration. The results are presented in
Table 5.1.

5.2.2

NO and NH3 Conversion

Other results found directly from experimental measurements are the conversion
percentages of NO and NH3. These percentages are found by analyzing the FTIR
measurements from the bypass path as well as the FTIR scans taken of the gas as it flows
through the catalyst. The conversion is simply the ratio of outlet concentration to inlet
concentration for both NO and NH3. The reaction was run through the catalyst until the
concentrations of NO and NH3 did not change between successive 5-minute scans before
the final experimental FTIR measurement was taken. This is to ensure that the reaction
has reached a steady state before any data is collected. The NO and NH3 conversion for
all five temperatures and average inlet concentrations is shown in Table 5.2.

5.2.3

NO Conversion as a Function of Alpha Ratio

According to most literature the conversion of NO is not based on the
concentrations on NO or NH3, but rather only on the alpha ratio encountered in the
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Table 5.1 – Actual alpha ratios for SCR experiments
Avg. NO Inlet
Concentration

Avg. NH3 Inlet Concentration
211
ppm

390
ppm

0.39
0.31
0.23

0.65
0.51
0.4

551
ppm

1167
ppm

150 C
558 ppm
762 ppm
947 ppm

0.84
0.65
0.55

1.6
1.21
0.98

175 C
558 ppm
762 ppm
947 ppm

0.35
0.25
0.22

0.58
0.47
0.38

0.76
0.58
0.48

1.84
1.33
1.14

200 C
558 ppm
762 ppm
947 ppm

0.42
0.3
0.24

0.67
0.5
0.41

0.9
0.64
0.54

1.35
1.12
0.96

250 C
558 ppm
762 ppm
947 ppm

0.36
0.26
0.21

0.55
0.43
0.36

0.76
0.56
0.49

1.18
0.95
1.07

300 C
558 ppm
762 ppm
947 ppm

0.39
0.27
0.22

0.59
0.41
0.37
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0.74
0.63
0.47

1.68
1.22
1.08

Table 5.2 – NO and NH3 conversion percentages for SCR experiments
Avg.
NO
Inlet
Conc.

Avg. NH3 Inlet Concentration
211 ppm

390 ppm

551 ppm

1167 ppm

150 C
558 ppm
762 ppm
947 ppm

NO
22.02%
17.97%
16.94%

NH3
50.64%
67.42%
74.17%

NO
14.82%
13.95%
13.80%

NH3
28.71%
42.82%
45.77%

NO
18.21%
13.56%
11.95%

NH3
16.42%
26.50%
36.91%

NO
4.84%
6.44%
8.97%

NH3
14.25%
14.52%
11.92%

NH3
60.84%
73.80%
82.50%

NO
23.84%
24.83%
23.38%

NH3
26.18%
27.01%
30.04%

NH3
86.32%
97.43%
99.44%

NO
59.25%
59.02%
59.17%

NH3
49.99%
64.23%
77.07%

NH3
99.88%
99.99%
99.98%

NO
87.60%
86.62%
75.41%

NH3
87.81%
97.64%
99.84%

NH3
99.99%
99.97%
99.99%

NO
96.47%
96.05%
93.97%

NH3
70.58%
86.33%
98.72%

175 C
558 ppm
762 ppm
947 ppm

NO
45.21%
34.44%
27.13%

NH3
96.94%
98.90%
99.85%

NO
44.68%
41.45%
35.90%

NH3
77.00%
90.73%
96.73%

NO
35.45%
36.44%
35.83%

200 C
558 ppm
762 ppm
947 ppm

NO
37.60%
43.48%
28.01%

NH3
99.94%
99.97%
99.98%

NO
67.46%
51.06%
42.31%

NH3
96.75%
99.67%
99.73%

NO
70.13%
66.84%
54.17%

250 C
558 ppm
762 ppm
947 ppm

NO
49.33%
33.82%
25.73%

NH3
99.92%
99.87%
99.91%

NO
57.04%
47.99%
37.76%

NH3
99.98%
99.97%
99.96%

558 ppm
762 ppm
947 ppm

NO
49.36%
35.67%
26.72%

NH3
99.84%
99.90%
99.96%

NO
64.97%
45.15%
38.16%

NH3
99.97%
99.98%
99.98%

NO
79.75%
59.95%
46.95%

300 C
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Figure 5.1 – NO conversion as a function of alpha ratio. T = 250oC, SV = 25,000 1/h

experiment [1,2,4,7]. The next step is to plot the NO conversion at each temperature as a
function of the actual alpha ratios listed in Table 5.1. If the reaction is indeed
independent of the concentrations used, all of the same alpha ratios should give the same
amount of NO conversion, regardless of the inlet concentrations of NO and NH3.
Additionally, all of the alpha ratios at a given temperature should fall on the same line
representing the dependence of NO conversion on alpha ratio at that temperature. Figure
5.1 shows NO conversion plotted against alpha ratios for the case at 250oC. It can be
seen that all of the conversion points fall more or less on one line, with the same
alpha ratios yielding roughly the same amount on NO conversion. This plot shows NO
conversion being limited linearly by the NH3 concentration for α < 1 and no dependence
on NH3 concentration for α >1. Results for all five temperatures can be found in the
Appendix.
After plots similar to Figure 5.1 are produced for all five temperatures, the next
step is to evaluate the NO conversion as a function of temperature at a specific alpha
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ratio. This poses a problem since the error associated with the entire system causes the
alpha ratios for the same inlet conditions to vary slightly from temperature to
temperature. This was overcome by fitting a 3rd order polynomial curve through the
alpha ratio points at a given temperature. The curve for 250oC is seen in Figure 5.1. This
yields an equation that can be used to evaluate a specific alpha ratio to get NO
conversion. With an equation like this for each temperature, the same alpha ratio can be
used to find conversion at a specific alpha ratio at each temperature.

5.2.4

NO Conversion as a Function of Temperature

After an equation is developed at each temperature yielding NO conversion data
at a specific alpha ratio, the NO conversion can now be evaluated as a function of
temperature. Three different alpha ratios are used for this analysis ( α = 0.8, 1.0, and
1.2). Evaluating each alpha ratio over the experimental temperature range via the 3rd
order polynomials found above, a plot is developed showing NO conversion as a function
of temperature for each α . This plot is seen in Figure 5.2. The error bars associated
with each line are a function of the curve fit analysis. The lower the R2 value is for the
curve fit, the higher the error will be for that temperature. It is seen that for α < 1, the
NO conversion never reaches 100%. This is due the fact there is not enough NH3 in the
feed stream to completely reduce all the NO through the standard SCR reaction.
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Figure 5.2 – NO conversion as a function of temperature. α = 0.8, 1.0, 1.2

5.2.5

N2O Formation

Over the course of the experiments one unforeseen result is the formation of N2O
during the reaction process. This could be due to several different reactions, but two that
seem more plausible are:
2 NH 3 + 8 NO → 5 N 2 O + 3H 2 O

(2.10)

4 NH 3 + 4 NO + 3O2 → 4 N 2 O + 6 H 2 O

(2.12)

These two reactions would seem to be causing the N2O formation due to the fact that
neither uses an excessive amount of NH3 or NO when compared to the amount of N2O
formed. In these experiments N2O concentrations in the range of 5-40 ppm are seen, so
the stoichiometric deficit of NH3 and NO would be within the error associated with FTIR
measurements. Other reactions such as
4 NH 3 + 2O2 → N 2 O + 3H 2 O

(2.9)
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16 NH 3 + 12 NO2 + 7O2 → 4 N 2 O + 24 H 2 O

(2.13)

would consume enough NH3 and NO that a deficit would be seen in the results. Table
5.3 shows N2O formation for all concentrations and temperatures. As with the tables
earlier in the chapter, the NO and NH3 concentrations represent average concentrations
over all five temperatures but the actual concentrations are within 4% of the listed values.
When these results are presented graphically, certain trends become obvious.
Figure 5.3 shows N2O formation as a function of temperature for a fixed NH3 inlet
concentration. It is interesting to note that the highest N2O formation does notoccur at
the highest temperature, instead occurring around 225oC. The NO level does seem to
affect N2O formation, yielding more N2O when there is more NO in the inlet stream. The
same trends are seen in Figure 5.4, which shows N2O formation as a function of
temperature for a constant NO inlet concentration and four different NH3 inlet levels.
The highest levels of N2O seem to occur around 205oC, and more NH3 in the inlet stream
will produce more N2O across the catalyst.

5.3 Determination of Reaction Rate Constant and NO Reaction Order
An iterative scheme will be used to determine the reaction rate constant and the
NO reaction order. The process will be as follows:
1) The reaction will initially be assumed to be first order with respect to NO. With
this assumption, the reaction rate constant can be found algebraically.
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Table 5.3 – N2O Formation for SCR experiments
Avg. NO Inlet
Concentration

Avg. NH3 Inlet Concentration
211
ppm

390
ppm

551
ppm

1167
ppm

150 C
558 ppm
762 ppm
947 ppm

8.4
8.9
10.6

16.2
13.2
15.4

18.6
14.4
17

19.7
21.9
25

175 C
558 ppm
762 ppm
947 ppm

10.7
11.8
15.9

17.9
19.9
19.7

12.1
17.2
22.4

21.3
23.1
26.7

200 C
558 ppm
762 ppm
947 ppm

7.7
7.9
10.5

23.5
21.3
22.3

22.4
27.6
25.5

27.7
33.9
38.4

250 C
558 ppm
762 ppm
947 ppm

6.6
7.2
10

10
13
12.6

14.1
15.6
18.9

33.9
34.3
33.1

300 C
558 ppm
762 ppm
947 ppm

8.5
11.4
10.5

10.7
12.8
12.3
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Figure 5.3 – N2O formation as a function of temperature for fixed 1167 ppm NH3
inlet. Three different NO inlet values
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Figure 5.4 – N2O formation as a function of temperature for fixed 947 ppm NO
inlet. Four different NH3 inlet values
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2) After determining the reaction rate constant, the activation energy and preexponential factor are found using the Arrehnius equation.
3) With this kinetic data, the model is used to find conversion data at NO and NH3
concentrations equal to concentrations run in the experiments. This is done for a
range of NO reaction orders.
4) These sets of data are compared to the experimental results and the reaction order
that matches closest to the experimental data is kept. Figure 5.5 shows these
results for the first iteration at 150oC, it can be seen the reaction order for NO for
the second iteration would be 0.85.
5) Using this reaction order, a new reaction rate constant is found. The process is
repeated until the value for the reaction order converges. The actual activation
energy and pre-exponential factor are found using this reaction order.

Table 5.4 shows the final values for activation energy, pre-exponential factor, and
reaction rate order.

5.4

NH3 Reaction Order
This section will analyze the experimental results in an attempt to determine if the

reaction order for these experiments is indeed zero order with respect to NH3. Based on
literature reviews, the reaction order for NH3 in the standard SCR reaction is zero as long
as α > 1. This would mean that the conversion of NO is not dependent on the NH3
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Figure 5.5 – Rate order determination. Comparison of experimental results and
model predictions, 150oC, 1207, 1181, and 1139 ppm NH3; 753, 806, and 775 ppm
NO

Table 5.4 – Actual NO reaction rate order, activation energy, and pre-exponential
factor

NO Reaction Rate Order

0.9

Activation Energy

83127 J/mol

Pre-exponential Factor

7.5e4 1/s
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concentration assuming excess NH3 in the feed stream. Figure 5.6 shows a plot of NO
conversion as a function of α for varying α ratios at 300oC.
It is seen that for α < 1 the NO conversion varies somewhat linearly with
increasing NH3 concentration. But as α approaches 1, the NO conversion becomes less
dependent on increasing NH3 concentration until finally an additional increase in NH3
causes no further NO conversion. This is indicative of a zero order influence on the
reaction. This is also seen at lower temperatures, however due to the lower reaction rate
the NO conversion does not reach 100%. A zero order dependence on the NH3
concentration is generally accepted throughout SCR literature for α > 1.
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Figure 5.6 – NO Conversion as a function of α . 300oC, SV=25,000 1/hr
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5.5

Theoretical Model
After the kinetic parameters are determined, an analysis of the computer model

can now take place. Table 5.5 shows the required input parameters needed by the model.
A comparison between the experimental results and model predictions is shown in
Figure 5.7. This analysis was done at an alpha ratio of 1.4 with 1400 ppm NH3 and 1000
ppm NO in the feed stream. At temperatures up to 200oC the model predicts NO
conversion quite accurately. Above 200oC, the model tends to over-predict the amount of
NO conversion.
To further analyze the kinetic data found from thepresent study, the model can be
compared to kinetics extracted from literature. In [15] NO conversion data is presented
for two Fe-ZSM-5 catalysts having different ion exchange percentages. The experiments
in [15] were performed at SV = 4.6 x 105 1/h and used 1000 ppm of both NO and NH3.
The temperature range was 250-600oC. These parameters were used in the theoretical

Table 5.5 – Theoretical model input parameters for NO rate order determination

Parameter
Pressure
Flow Rate
Catalyst Length
Cell Width
Number of Stages
Catalyst Channels
NO mole fraction
NH3 mole fraction
Activation Energy
Pre-exponential
Factor

Units
atm
ccm
inches
mm
--------J/mol

Value
1
2956
0.5
0.8
20
172
varies
varies
83127

1/s

7.5e4
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Figure 5.7 – Experimental and model results. 1400 ppm NH3, 1000 ppm NO, SV =
25,000 1/hr

model to accurately reproduce the experimental conditions in [15]. One difference that
cannot be accounted for in the model is a vastly different O2 concentration. For the
present study 12% O2 was used, however only 2% was used in [15]. According to [11],
O2 concentrations below 3% can have an adverse effect on NO conversion. The model
results and data collected from [15] are shown in Figure 5.8. It can be seen that the
model predictions are higher at a given temperature than the results. This is probably due
to the inability of the model to take into account the effect of O2 on NO conversion.
Additional kinetic data was presented in [17]. A concentration of 1000 ppm for
both NO and NH3 was used for the inflow concentrations and two space velocities (2.3 x
105 1/h and 1.5 x 106 1/h) were used. The temperature range was 240-300oC and O2
concentration was 2%. The comparisons between the results presented in [17] and the
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Figure 5.8 – Results from [15] compared to model predictions. 1000 ppm NO, 1000
ppm NH3, SV = 4.6*10^5 1/h, 2% O2

predictions from the model are shown in Figure 5.9. It is again seen that the model tends
to over-predict the amount of NO conversion due to the negative effect of O2 in the
literature results. This O2 effect will be discussed more in the next chapter.

5.6

NH3-SCR Chemical Kinetics Results
The kinetic data obtained from the SCR experiments agrees well with data found

in literature for the NH3-SCR reaction over zeolite catalysts. The NO reaction order
obtained in the present study was found to be 0.9, whereas the generally accepted value is
1.0; some literature does present other values. The reaction orders with respect to NO
presented in [17] for two Fe-ZSM-5 catalysts were 0.93 and 0.94. These are very close to
the NO reaction order found in this study. All other literature reviewed lists an NO
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Figure 5.9 – Results from [17] compared to model predictions. 1000 ppm NO, 1000
ppm NH3, SV1=2.3*10^5 1/h, SV2=1.5*10^6 1/h, 2% O2

reaction order of 1.0, but it is thought that at least some of these values were rounded to
1.0 and in actuality varied slightly. The difference between the reaction order found in
the present study and a reaction order of one could be explained by measurement error.
The FTIR used for these experiments is considered accurate to roughly 10% of the actual
NO concentration. When this error is added to the experimental results and compared to
the model using a NO reaction order of 1.0, as seen in Figure 5.10, the plots match fairly
well. It would be safe to assume the overall reaction order with respect to NO is close to
one for the NH3-SCR reaction but would vary +/- 0.1 based on experimental error.
Evaluation of the activation energy and pre-exponential factor show some
interesting results. The observed activation energy of 83,127 J/mol falls within the range
of activation energy values found in literature for all zeolite catalysts. However, the
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Figure 5.10 – Experimental results with +/- 10% error and model results for NO
reaction order of 1.0. SV = 25,000 1/h, 1000 ppm NO, 1400 ppm NH3

average activation energy in literature is around 50,000 J/mol which is low compared to

the value found in this study. Generally values below 50 kJ/mol would tend to suggest a
diffusion controlled reaction, so the relatively high value found in this study is assumed
reasonable. Since only a small amount of data is presented for this SCR catalyst type, it
is hard to draw any conclusions from this comparison. When compared to all SCRkinetic
data for all catalyst types presented in literature, the activation energy found
experimentally is well within the range of data presented. An interesting observation is
the large range of values presented in literature. There is almost an order of magnitude
difference in some of the activation energies presented (24-114 kJ/mol). With this fact it
is hard to draw any conclusions as to what a ‘typical’ value for activation energy is for an
SCR catalyst, but since the model and experimental results match well the value found is
assumed to be correct for this catalyst.
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The pre-exponential factor found through these experiments is 7.5 x 104 1/s. This
value is low when compared to almost all results presented in literature, but again, the
range of values presented in literature is quite high. Considering a range of 1 x 104 – 1 x
1012 1/s, it can be assumed that the value found in these experiments is correct for this
catalyst. If this value were considered abnormally low, the most likely explanation of
this is FTIR error. Considering the algebraic process for finding the pre-exponential
factor, if there was a slight error in the measured amount of NO that error could easily
change the pre-exponential factor ten-fold. A large variation in the pre-exponential factor
does not, however, appreciably change the model results and is studied in the next
section.

5.7

Model Analysis

5.7.1

Sensitivity Analysis

To further study the theoretical model, its sensitivity to changes in the reaction
order with respect to NO, activation energy, and pre-exponential factor are studied. The
results from these changes can be used to obtain an acceptable amount of error to the
results found in the experiments. In other words, if there is not much sensitivity to a
change in one variable, a larger deviation from other results is acceptable. Figures 5.11,
5.12, and 5.13 show the model sensitivity to a +/- 10% change in NO reaction order,
activation energy, and pre-exponential factor, respectively. It is seen that a change in the
value for both the NO reaction order and activation energy affect the model results
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Figure 5.11 – Model sensitivity to NO reaction order. 1000 ppm NO, 1400 ppm
NH3, SV = 25,000 1/h
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Figure 5.12 – Model sensitivity to activation energy. 1000 ppm NO, 1400 ppm NH3,
SV = 25,000 1/h
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Figure 5.13 - Model sensitivity to pre-exponential factor. 1000 ppm NO, 1400 ppm
NH3, SV = 25,000 1/h

greatly. Consequently, the actual NO reaction order and activation energy associated
with this zeolite catalyst are though to be close to the obtained values in this study. This
is in contrast to the pre-exponential factor, for which a 10% change which yields almost
no noticeable change in the model results. This is a possible explanation for the large
range of values found in literature and also for the low value found in these experiments.

5.7.2

O2 Concentration

When comparing the theoretical model to results presented in literature, it
becomes evident that accounting for the negative effects of small concentrations of
oxygen is necessary. While not in the scope of this work, O2 concentration can play a
role in NO conversion when lower than ≈ 3% . It has been shown that the presence of O2
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in the feed stream enhances the NO conversion drastically at low concentrations (0.12.0%) and at higher concentrations the NO conversion becomes almost independent of O2
content [11]. Since the O2 concentration for this study was 12%, it was assumed that O2
did not play a role in NO conversion. But when comparing the model predictions to
results in literature (Figures 5.8 and 5.9) it became evident the NO conversion data
presented in the literature was negatively effected by low O2 concentrations. To account
for this effect, the model is modified to include an O2 reaction rate order term.
Average reaction orders with respect to oxygen for the standard NH3-SCR
reaction vary from 0.05-0.5. Since no experiments were run to determine the O2 reaction
order, an average value of 0.3 is chosen for use in the model, and the reaction rates for
0.3

⎛O %⎞
NH3 and NO are multiplied by a correction factor of ⎜ 2 ⎟ . Figures 5.14 and 5.15
⎝ 12% ⎠

show the model results with and without the O2 correction applied along with the same
literature data presented earlier in the chapter [15, 17]. There is a very good correlation
between the corrected model results and the data from the literature. This would imply
that a 0.3 reaction order for O2 is a good approximation for this model.

5.7.3

Mass Transfer Effects

It is shown earlier in the chapter that the model developed for the SCR reaction
performs quite well at low temperatures. However, at temperatures higher than 200oC
the results from the theoretical model deviate from the experimental results. Further
study has led to the conclusion that this is probably due to a combination of several
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effects. Figure 5.16 shows the Arrhenius plot of the experimental results. It is seen that
at temperatures higher than 200oC (

1
= 0.0021) the results start to deviate from the
T

straight line behavior indicative of a first order reaction. This suggests the reaction is
becoming partially controlled by mass transfer effects. Lowering the Sherwood number
will lower NO conversion at high temperatures, but to accurately match the model the
Sherwood number must be lowered by approximately 55%. This is far too much to
adjust the value, so it is assumed that there are additional reasons for the low NO
conversion at temperatures above 200oC. Also, any adjustment to the Sherwood number
causes the model to deviate greatly from the literature results, suggesting that the value of
2.98 is close to the actual value.
An additional reason for the low conversion values at higher temperatures is the
loss of effective surface area of catalytic material. The reaction proceeds according to an
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Figure 5.16 – Arrhenius plot of experimental results
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0.0025

Eley-Rideal mechanism where NH3 absorbs onto the surface of the catalyst before
reacting with NO. At high temperatures, the number of sites that will absorb NH3
diminishes and thus the amount of NH3 that will absord on the surface of the catalyst is
less than at lower temperatures. This causes a loss of NO conversion efficiency at high
temperatures. The model does not account for this effect and would tend to over-predict
NO conversion.
The deviation of the model at high temperatures is probably caused by a
combination of the two effects of mass transfer limitations and loss of NH3 capacity. It is
thought that the Sherwood number used is close to the actual value and with the model’s
predictions close to data presented in literature little adjustment is made.

5.7.4

Space Velocity Variation

Variations in space velocity can also be analyzed with the theoretical model.
Figure 5.17 shows the model results for space velocities of 10,000, 25,000, 50,000, and
100,000 1/h. It is seen that NO conversion decreases with increasing space velocity.
This is due to a decrease in residence time. The conversion of NO is a function of how
long the gas has to diffuse to the catalyst surface, thus if that time is decreased less NH3
will diffuse to the catalyst and react with NO. This is a common trend among all SCR
catalysts.
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Figure 5.17 – Space velocity variation. 1000 ppm NO, α = 1.4
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CHAPTER 6 – CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1

Conclusions
In conclusion, the questions posed in the introduction to this thesis were

answered. Experiments were developed and performed that led to the extraction of
kinetic data needed for the theoretical model. The methods developed for the
quantification of NO, NH3, and N2O allowed for accurate measurement of inlet and outlet
concentrations. This led to accurate NO conversion data and consequently accurate
values for the activation energy and pre-exponential factor. Precise measurement
techniques were further supported by the comparison between the experimental and
model results. At low temperatures where the reaction is chemically controlled, the
model matched closely with the experimental results. At higher temperatures where the
model deviated from the experimental results, contributing factors were presented to
explain the deviation.
The kinetic data extracted from the experiments fit into the range of values
presented in literature. The NO reaction order (0.9) was close to the generally accepted
value of 1.0, and an NO reaction order of 1.0 was show to be well within the range of
experimental error of the bench-flow system. While the activation energy found was
high when compared to other values for zeolite catalysts, it did provide accurate results
when used in the model. The pre-exponential factor was within the accepted range of
values in literature, and while that range spanned eight orders of magnitude it was shown
that the model had a low sensitivity to a large change in the pre-exponential factor.
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6.2

Recommendations
Through the course of this study, numerous questions arose that, if studied in

detail, would provide a greater understanding of the overall SCR process. These studies
would also allow for a more precise model of the SCR process to be developed.

6.2.1

N2O Formation

There are numerous works already published studying the formation of N2O over
SCR catalysts. This formation can be caused by several different reactions. The
oxidation of both NO and NH3 is known to form N2O under standard SCR conditions
[13]. Isotopic labeling has shown that one the N atoms originates from NO and the other
from NH3, thus it is thought that N2O is formed via the reaction
4 NH 3 + 4 NO + 3O2 → 4 N 2 O + 6 H 2 O

(2.12)

The combination of low temperatures and high fractions of NO2 (NO2/NOx > 0.5) has
been shown to form high amounts of N2O [4] from the reaction
2 NH 3 + 2 NO2 → N 2O + N 2 + H 2O

(6.1)

At temperatures below 200oC, solid ammonium nitrate has been shown to deposit on
SCR catalysts [13]. The thermal decomposition of the formed ammonium nitrate forms
either HNO3 + NH3 or N2O + 2H2O. Fast heating rates tend to favor the formation of
N2O and H2O over HNO3 and NH3. Future work could focus on the reaction mechanism
of the formation of N2O with the goal of its prevention or minimization.
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6.2.2

O2 Reaction Order

The scope of this study limited the O2 concentration to 12%. This concentration
was not varied and it was shown in literature that for O2 concentrations above roughly
3% the NO conversion is relatively independent of O2 concentration. Future work could
investigate thoroughly the effect of low O2 concentrations on the NO conversion
efficiency of typical zeolite catalysts. The reason for the negative effect on NO
conversion should be the goal of any experiment run with low O2 concentrations. This
could lead to a better understanding of the overall SCR process.

6.2.3

SCR Reactions Involving NO2

This study only considered the reaction between NO and NH3. Future work
should examine both the reaction of NO2 + NH3 and NO + NO2 + NH3. For the reaction
between only NO2 and NH3, an oxidation catalyst would most likely be needed to oxidize
NO to NO2. Even if pure NO2 was used, the equilibrium reaction
1
NO + O2 ↔ NO2
2

(6.2)

would probably form some NO before reaching the catalyst. Depending on the
temperature range the oxidation step might be necessary to get a 1:1 ratio of NO2:NO
necessary for the fast SCR reaction also.
The kinetic data from these two reactions would be beneficial in building a
complete SCR model. The best experimental procedure would be to run experiments
with NO2/NOx > 0.5. A simple non-linear solver could be used to find the reaction rates
for both reactions simultaneously if conversion data for both NO and NO2 were available.
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NO absorbance peak areas (1970.2-1867.8 cm-1) after water and CO2 subtraction and baseline
correction
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SCR MatLab Codes
CSTR.m
%warning off MATLAB:divideByZero
%warning off MATLAB:dispatcher:InexactMatch
clc
clear
i = 0;
%Inlet conditions
for Tinput = 150:25:300 %Temperature range in Celcius
Pinput = 1;
%Reaction pressure in atmospheres
Cell_width_mm = .8;
%Catalyst channel width
flow_rate = 2984;
%Flow rate in ccm
length_input = .5;
%Catalyst length
A1 = 7.5e4;
%Pre-exponential factor for NO NH3 rxn in 1/s
Ea1 =83127;
%Activation energy for NO NH3 rxn in J/mol
A2 = 0;
Ea2 = 0;
cat_channels = 172;
%Number of cells in sample
n2_frac = 78;
%Percentage of N2 in gas stream (assume total-O2-CO2-H2O =
N2)
o2_frac = 12;
%Percentage of O2 in gas stream
co2_frac = 5;
%Percentage of CO2 in gas stream
h2o_frac = 5;
%Percentage of H2O in gas stream
nstages = 10;
%Number of cstr's in series
yi = [1e-4;0e-4;1.4e-4]; %vector of inlet species mole fractions [-]
%Unit conversions to m-kg-s-K
T = Tinput + 273;
%Temperature [m]
P = 1.01295e5*Pinput;
%Pressure [N/m2]
Cell_width = Cell_width_mm/1000; %cell width [m]
length = length_input*0.0254;
%length of catalyst [m]
n2_percent = n2_frac/100;
o2_percent = o2_frac/100;
co2_percent = co2_frac/100;
h2o_percent = h2o_frac/100;
%Universial gas constant
R = 8.314;

%universal gas constant [J/mol_K]

%Reaction rate constant
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global k1
global k2
%reaction rate constant for NO reaction [s-1]
k1 = A1*exp(-Ea1/(R*T));
if yi(2) > 0
k2 = 13*k1;
%reaction rate constant for NO2 reaction [s-1]
else
k2 = 0;
end
%Catalyst channel geometry
%calling geometry.m file
geometry
%Flow properties across catalyst
flow_props
%calling flow_props.m file
%Gas properties at operating temperature
gas_props
%calling gas_props.m file
%Calculation of mu and rho for actual gas composition
mu =
mu_n2*n2_percent+mu_o2*o2_percent+mu_co2*co2_percent+mu_h2o*h2o_percent;
rho =
rho_n2*n2_percent+rho_o2*o2_percent+rho_co2*co2_percent+rho_h2o*h2o_percent;
%Molecular diffusion coefficient calc
Dab
%calling Dab.m file
%Reynolds number calc
Re = (Dh*vel*rho)/mu;
%Schmidt number calc
Sc_no = mu/(rho*D_no);
Sc_no2 = mu/(rho*D_no2);
Sc_nh3 = mu/(rho*D_nh3);
%Sherwood number calc
Sh = 2.98;
%Mass Transfer Coeff.
Kmt_no = D_no*Sh/Dh;
Kmt_no2 = D_no2*Sh/Dh;
Kmt_nh3 = D_nh3*Sh/Dh;

%Reynolds number calc

%NO Schmidt number
%NO2 Schmidt number
%NH3 Schmidt number

%Sherwood number calc

%mass transfer coeff for NO [m/s]
%mass transfer coeff for NO2 [m/s]
%mass transfer coeff for NH3 [m/s]

kmt = [Kmt_no;Kmt_no2;Kmt_nh3];
bulk gas and solid surface [length/time]

%mass transfer coefficient vector between
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Rest = [1;1;1];
[1/time]

%vector of estimated depletion rates for each species

[z,y,ys,Rs,Rr]=pfr(yi,kmt,as,taut,nstages);
%conv = [Tinput 1-y(nstages,1)/yi(1) 1-y(nstages,2)/yi(2) 1-y(nstages,3)/yi(3)]
y(end,1);
y(end,3);
%pause
[Tinput 1-y(end,1)/yi(1) 1-y(end,3)/yi(3) Rr(end,1)]
end

Geometry.m
%Catalyst geometry calculations
Dh = 4*(Cell_width)^2/(4*Cell_width);
%hydraulic diameter of one channel
[m]
V = pi*.0111125^2*length;
%volume of catalyst [m3]
surface_area = 4*Cell_width*length*cat_channels;%surface area of channel [m2]
as = surface_area/V;
%surface area/volume [m-1]

flow_props.m
%Flow property calculations
Cb = P/(R*T);
%bulk gas concentration [mol/m3]
Q_tot_amb = flow_rate/(100^3*60*1000);
%total volumetric flow rate at room
temp [m3/s]
Q = Q_tot_amb*(T/343);
%vol. flow through all channels at experiment
temperature [m3/s]
vel = Q/(pi*.0111125^2);
%flow velocity through tube at experiment
temperature [m/s]
%residence time [s]
taut = V/Q;

gas_props.m
%Density and dynamic viscosity calculations for gas mixture
rho_n2 = 2e-6*T^2-.0036*T+1.9524;
rho_o2 = 2e-6*T^2-.0041*T+2.2309;

%density of N2 [kg/m3]
%density of O2 [kg/m3]
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rho_co2 = 3e-6*T^2-.0057*T+3.089;
rho_h2o = 1e-6*T^2-.0023*T+1.2615;

%density of CO2 [kg/m3]
%density of H2O [kg/m3]

mu_n2 = -2e-11*T^2+5e-8*T+4e-6;
mu_o2 = -2e-11*T^2+6e-8*T+4e-6;
mu_co2 = -1e-11*T^2+5e-8*T-4e-7;
mu_h2o = -2e-13*T^2+4e-8*T-1e-6;

%dynamic viscosity of N2 [N*s/m2]
%dynamic viscosity of O2 [N*s/m2]
%dynamic viscosity of CO2 [N*s/m2]
%dynamic viscosity of H2O [N*s/m2]

Dab.m
%Molecular Diffusivity calcs.
D_no = 6.31*10^-6*(T*0.0064875)^1.823;
D_no2 = 9.592*10^-6*(T*0.004193)^1.832;
D_nh3 = 6.31*10^-6*(T*0.0064875)^1.823;

%diffusivity coeff for NO [m2/s]
%diffusivity coeff for NO2 [m2/s]
%diffusivity coeff for NH3 [m2/s]

Pfr.m
function [z,y,ys,Rs,Rr]=pfr(yi,kmt,as,taut,nstages)
%Computes species conversions and reaction rates for a plug flow reactor with inlet
%gas reacting on internal solid surfaces by linking multiple CSTR's in series.
%Species of interest assumed to be in small concentrations and to deplete from feed.
%Flow is assumed to be incompressible and isothermal with constant total moles.
%Reactor cross section and flow assumed to be constant for entire length.
%Updated by C.S. Daw, 9/11/2004
%Usage: [z,y,ys,Rs,Rr]=pfr(yi,kmt,as,taut,nstages)
%z = col vector of normalized axial stage positions along the reactor;
%y = array of bulk gas mole fractions of each species (column) for each stage (row)
%ys = array of gas mole fractions of each species (column) at the solid surface for each
stage (row)
%Rs = array of net reaction rates for each species (column) for each stage (row)
%Rr = array of ratios for net reaction rates to mt limit for each species (column) for each
stage (row)
%
%yi = col vector of inlet species mole fractions entering first stage [-]
%kmt = col vector of mass transfer coefficients for each species [length/time]
%as = scalar mass transfer area in the plug flow reactor [area/volume]
%taut = total scalar residence time in plug flow reactor [time]
if nstages<1 % Make sure at least 1 stage present
nstages=1;
end
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tau=taut/nstages; %Residence time for each stage
dz=1/nstages; %Fraction of reactor length per stage
nspecs=length(yi); %Number of species being tracked
z=(dz.*[0:nstages])'; %Define stage locations (col vector)
y=yi'; %Define starting row in bulk gas concentration array (row vector)
ys=zeros(1,nspecs); %Define starting row in surface gas concentration array
Rs=zeros(1,nspecs); %Define starting row in net reaction rate array
Rr=zeros(1,nspecs); %Define starting row in reaction rate ratio array
% Loop through all stages, computing conversions at each location
yin=yi; %Initialize input to first stage
for istage=1:nstages %Iterate through each stage
[yt,yst,Rst,Rrt]=sscstr(yin,kmt,as,tau); %Solve current stage
if (yt(1,1)>=0 & yt(3,1)>=0) %&& yt(2,1)>=0)
y=[y;(yt')]; %Add current bulk gas species mole fractions for current stage to y array
else
break
end
ys=[ys;(yst')]; %Add current surface gas species mole fractions for current stage to ys
array
Rs=[Rs;(Rst')]; %Add current net reaction rates for current stage to Rs array
Rr=[Rr;(Rrt')]; %Add current relative reaction rates for current stage to Rr array
yin=yt; %Update input concentrations to next stage

end %End stage computation loop

Sscstr.m
function [y,ys,Rsolv,Rratio]=sscstr(yi,kmt,as,tau)
%Computes species conversions for a CSTR reactor with inlet gas reacting on internal
solid surfaces.
%Species of interest assumed to be in small concentrations and to deplete from feed.
%Flow is assumed to be incompressible and isothermal with constant total moles.
%Updated by C.S. Daw, 9/11/2004
%Usage: [y,ys,Rsolv,Rratio]=sscstr(yi,kmt,as,tau)
%y = column vector of exit gas species mole fractions [-]
%ys = column vector of surface species mole fractions [-]
%Rsolv = column vector of global reaction rates for each species [fraction/time]
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%Rratio = column vector of actual reaction rates relative to the mass-transfer limit for
each species [-]
%yi = column vector of exit species mole fractions [-]
%kmt = column vector of mass transfer coefficients for each species [length/time]
%as = scalar mass transfer area in the CSTR [area/volume]
%tau = scalar residence time in CSTR [time]
%Determine mass-transfer limited exit concentrations and net conversion rates
ymt=yi./(1+as*tau.*kmt); % [-], exit concentrations when surface concentrations=0
Rmt=-as*kmt.*ymt; % [fractional change/time], rate corresponding to 0 surface
concentrations
%Solve simultaneous mass balance, mass-transfer, and surafce reaction
%constraints. The MATLAB function fminsearch is used to solve the nonlinear
equations.
Rest=.5*Rmt; %Estimate initial guess for reacton rates as some fraction of mt-limited
rates
[Rsolv,fval] = fminsearch(@rdif, Rest, optimset('TolX',1e10,'MaxFunEvals',1e10,'MaxIter',1e10),yi,tau,kmt,as);
y=yi+tau.*Rsolv; %Concentrations corresponding to solution rates [mole fraction, -]
ys=y+Rest./(kmt*as); %Estimated surface concentrations corresponding to solution rates
[mole fraction, -]
Rratio=Rsolv./Rmt; %Ratio of actual to mt-limited rate [-]

Rsurf.m
function rs=rsurf(ys,as)
%Computes net surface reaction rates from global rate parameters and
%surface species concentrations.
%Rate parameters are hard-coded in this version.
%Species of interest assumed to be in small concentrations and to deplete with reaction.
%Flow is assumed to be incompressible and isothermal with constant total moles.
%Note that when a species is depleted, the corresponding reaction rate is negative.
%Updated by C.S. Daw, 9/11/2004
%Usage: rs=rsurf(y,as)
%rs = column vector of depletion rates due to surface reaction [fraction/time]
%ys = column vector of surface species mole fractions [-]
%as = scalar surface reaction area available [area/volume]
%As coded below, there are 3 species being tracked (e.g., like NO and NO2 and
reductant).
%Since the third species is depleted by reactions with both of the other species, its
%net reaction rate is proportional to the sum of the other two.
global k1
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global k2
global Rr
if ys(1) < 1e-6 | ys(3) < 1e-6
rs(1) = 0;
rs(3) = rs(1);
%Rate of depletion for species 3 [length/time]
else
rs(1) = -k1*ys(1)^0.9*ys(3)^0.3*(0.12/0.12)^.32; %Rate of depletion for species 1
[length/time]
rs(3) = rs(1);
end
%No NO2 reaction rate needed
%Rates of depletion for all species [fraction consumed/time]
rs=as.*rs';

Rdif.m
function rd=rdif(Rest,yi,tau,kmt,as)
%Computes difference between mass transfer rate and rate based on surface
%concentrations and rate parameters for CSTR.
%Used to solve for exit concentration and net rates.
%Species of interest assumed to be in small concentrations and to deplete with reaction.
%Flow is assumed to be incompressible and isothermal with constant total moles.
%Updated by C.S. Daw, 9/11/2004
%Usage: rd=rdif(Rest,yi,tau,kmt,as)
%rd = scalar magnitude difference between mass transfer and surface rate vectors
[1/time]
%Rest = column vector of estimated depletion rates for each species [1/time]
%yi = column vector of inlet species mole fractions [-]
%tau = CSTR scalar residence time [time]
%kmt = column vector of mass transfer coefficients between bulk gas species and solid
surface [length/time]
%as = scalar surface reaction area available [area/volume]
yest=yi+tau.*Rest; %Estimated bulk gas concentrations corresponding to Rest
ys=yest+Rest./(as.*kmt); %Estimated surface concentrations correpsonding to Rest
Rcal=rsurf(ys,as); %Estimated surface reaction rate
rd=sum(abs(Rcal-Rest)); %Magnitude difference in estimated rates
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175 deg C, NO conversion as a function of alpha ratio with 100% NO feed
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200 deg C, NO conversion as a function of alpha ratio with 100% NO feed
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250 deg C, NO conversion as a function of alpha ratio with 100% NO feed, 3rd order
polynomial used for curve fit extrapolation
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300 deg C, NO conversion as a function of alpha ratio with 100% NO feed
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N2O production as a function of temperature for three different NO inlet conditions, 211 ppm
NH3 in inlet stream
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N2O production as a function of temperature for three different NO inlet conditions, 390 ppm
NH3 in inlet stream
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N2O production as a function of temperature for three diffferent NO inlet conditions, 551 ppm
NH3 in inlet stream
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N2O Production as a function of temperature for three different NO inlet conditions, 1167 ppm
NH3 in inlet stream
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N2O production as a function of temperature for four different NH3 inlet conditions, 558 ppm
NO in inlet stream
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N2O production as a function of temperature for four different NH3 inlet conditions, 762 ppm
NO in inlet stream
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N2O production as a function of temperature for four different NH3 inlet conditions, 947 ppm
NO in inlet stream
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